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Abstract - This paper proposes a conceptual matrix model
with algorithms for biological data processing. The required
elements for constructing a matrix model are discussed. The
representative matrix-based methods and algorithms which have
potentials in biological data processing are presented / proposed.
Some application cases of the model in biological data processing
are studied, which show the applicability of this model in various
kinds of biological data processing. This conceptual model
established a framework within which biological data processing
and mining could be conducted. The model is also heuristic to
other applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent development in large-scale genomic technologies,
such as DNA microarray and mass spectroscope, makes it
possible to obtain a lot of biological data from a single
experiment. For example, a DNA microarray chip can be used
to simultaneously measure expression levels of thousands of
genes in a single experiment. The advent of high-throughput
data, however, also brings to researchers the challenges of
how to process a large amount of biological data and reveal
inherent relationships among biological objects such as genes,
proteins and cells.
Currently, there are a number of approaches proposed for
biological data processing. These approaches in general could
be classified into two categories: one regards concerned data
as a set or bag, another one tries to model the data into a
framework. The k-means clustering (e.g. [10]) is an example
of the first category approach, while the graph theory based
approach (e.g. [12]) in reconstructing genetic network is an
example of the second category. In this work, we focus on the
second category approach by proposing a conceptual matrix
model for biological data processing.
Matrices are widely used in different approaches and cases.
However, they are usually used as a representation tool, rather
than a framework based on which approaches are proposed.
For instance, Bansal et al [1] used an approach of ordinary
differential equations to reconstruct gene regulatory network,
within which matrices were used to represent gene
connectivity and effort of perturbation on genes. There are
few works of directly modelling biological data into a matrix
and processing/mining data within this framework.
Compared with other approaches, matrix model based
approaches are relatively easy to model concerned biological
data within a uniform framework and capture global data
relationships when data processing is conducted. For example,
a k-means method [e.g. [10], [11]) in gene clustering only
takes into account local similarities between genes. The
clustering results, therefore, are local optimal and sensitive to
the number of genes to be clustered, as well as the choice of
parameter k. In contrast, with a matrix model, it is possible to
achieve global optimal clustering results through operations
on the whole matrix, such as decomposition, partitioning,
eigenvalue and eigenvector calculation. Furthermore, matrix
models could make use of existing mature theories and
algorithms on matrix to reveal inherent relationships among
biological data.
In this paper, we will not propose a specific matrix model
for some specific cases of biological data processing. Instead,
we intend to propose a conceptual matrix model for general
cases, and discuss some valuable matrix-based methods and
algorithms that have potentials in biological data processing.
This paper is organized as follows. In section II, a general
matrix model and some discussions about the model
application are presented. Section III focuses on the singular
value decomposition (SVD) of a matrix, which has potentials
in data processing. Section IV is dedicated to another practical
algorithm on a matrix, which is named transitive pathfinding.
In section V, we provide some case studies of the model and
algorithms, which demonstrate the applicability of this
conceptual matrix model in biological data processing. We
conclude this work in section VI and indicate some potential
research directions in the near future. This conceptual model
is heuristic to biological data processing, as well as to other
kinds of data processing.
II. MATRIX MODEL
Usually, a matrix model is constructed for a set of
concerned information objects, such as genes and
experimental conditions in a microarray experiment. In
general, we define a data space as a set of concerned
information objects. For instance, a data space might consist
of genes and experimental conditions in a microarray
experiment. Given a data space, how to model it depends on
what information is used to express relationships between
objects within the space. For example, given a data space that
consists of genes and experiment conditions, the relationships
among genes can be expressed by gene expression level
values under the experiment conditions, i.e. if two genes
express under more common conditions, the relevance or
similarity between these two genes is higher, and vice versa.
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In this case, genes in this data space are modeled as vectors
that contain the gene expression level values under the
experiment conditions. These vectors in turn form the rows of
a matrix. In general, a matrix model is a framework with the
following required elements:
(1) A data (information) space is identified. For example, in
a conventional database system, a data space might be the
whole documents. In the context of biological data,
however, the identification of a data space replies on the
concerns of an algorithm or application.
(2) Two sets of information entities (objects), denoted as E1
and E2, within the identified data space are formed. One set
should be a reference system to another. That means the
relationships between entities in E1 are determined by those
in set E2, and vice versa. For instance, E1 could be a set of
genes; E2 could be a set of microarray experiment
conditions.
There are three types of relationships between E1 and E2:
(i) E1= E2. Two sets are the same in terms of size and
category.
(ii) E1 . E2. Two sets are different in terms of size and
category. For example, E1={genes}, E2={experiment
conditions}.
(iii) E1 - E2. Two sets are different in size but belong to
the same category. For example, E1 could be one set of
genes, and E2 could be another set of genes.
(3) Original correlations between entities which belong to
different sets E1 and E2 are defined and modeled into a
matrix. The correlations are defined as the expression
below
(El >< E2)<-CI,
where CI stands for correlation information which is used
to describe the correlations between entities in E1 and E2.
When we construct a matrix model from the above
correlation expression, each entity of E1 is modeled as a row
(column) of the matrix, and each entity of E2 is modeled as a
column (row) of the matrix. The values of matrix entries
(intersections of rows and columns) are the original
correlation degrees between entities that belong to E1 and E2
respectively. These original correlation degrees are
determined by CI. For example, suppose E1 = {genes},
E2={experiment conditions} for a microarray experiment, we
can define CI={expression level values}. Each gene in E1 is
modeled as a row of a matrix, and each condition in E2 is
modeled as a column of the matrix. The values of the matrix
entries are the gene expression level values under the
experiment conditions. It is clear that the definition of CI
determines what information is used to express correlations
between entities in two information entity sets, and how the
original correlation degrees are determined as well.
The above required elements define a conceptual matrix
model for data, especially biological data, processing. This
model paves the way of revealing intrinsic relationships
among information entities, such as genes, through matrix-
based and/or other related mathematic methods. However,
what methods can reveal the required information depends on
the properties of the chosen methods, algorithm design, and
explanations to the results in the context of practical
situations. In the following sections, we present and propose
some methods and algorithms on a matrix model that have
potentials in biological data processing.
III. SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION
The singular value decomposition (SVD) of a matrix is
defined as follow: let A = [aj,]mxn be a real m x n matrix.
Without loss of generality, we suppose m . n and the rank of
A is rank(A) = r. Then there exist orthogonal matrices Umxm
and VLxn such that
A=UK1 VT T (1)
whereUU =Im, VVV= In, Yl = diag(aj,---, an)'
vi 2Ui+1 >0 for l<i< r-1, ci =0 for j.r+1, X is a
m x n matrix, I is a n x n diagonal matrix, UTand VTare
the transpositions of matrices U and V respectively, Im and
In represent mxm and nxn identity matrices separately.
The rank of A indicates the maximal number of independent
rows or columns ofA. Equation (1) is called the singular value
decomposition of matrix A. The singular values of A are
diagonal elements of E (i.e. ol, 2 . I an). The columns of U
are called left singular vectors and those of V are called right
singular vectors [3] [4].
The SVD can be used effectively to extract certain
important properties relating to the structure of a matrix, such
as the number of independent columns or rows, eigenvalues,
approximation matrix and so on [3] [4]. Since the singular
values of the matrix A are in an non-increasing order, it is
possible to choose a proper parameter k such that the last r-k
singular values are much smaller than the first k singular
values, and these k singular values dominate the
decomposition. The next theorem reveals this fact.
Theorem [Eckart and Young]. Let the SVD ofA be given
by (1) and U= [ul, u2, ..., Um], V= [vI, v2,..],vn] with
0 < r = rank(A) < min(m, n), where ui,I < i < m is an m-
vector, vj, 1 < j < n is an n-vector and
1 U2 2 ... Ur > Ur+1... 07n = 0.
Let k < r and define
k
T
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3. min 11 A - B 112 =11 A-Ak 112 =7k+l'
rank(B)=k
n m
where 11AAl2 V 2 and A 2 max(eigenvalues ofF J , d1 12j=1 i=1
ATA ) are measurements ofmatrix A.
The proof of the above theorem can be found in [3]. This
theorem indicates that matrix Ak, which is constructed from
partial singular values and vectors (see Fig. 1), is the best
approximation matrix to A (i.e. conclusions 2 and 3 of the
Theorem) with rank k (conclusion 1 of the Theorem). In other
words, Ak captures the main information of A and trivial
information in A is filtered. This important property has
potentials in many application areas, such as filtering noise
data from a data set and, in turn, reducing data set size in data
processing.
It is recognized by many researchers [14] that biological
experiments (e.g. microarray experiments) usually produce a
lot of noise data, and in most cases the amount of biological
data is huge. With the above property, SVD could be able to
deal with these noise data related problems provided the
original correlations among the concerned objects (such as
genes and conditions) could be modelled into a matrix. On the
other hand, since k < r and matrix Ak only contains partial
matrix elements of the original matrix A, the computation cost
of an algorithm that is based on Ak could be reduced.
IV. TRANSITIVE PATH FINDING
Transitivity usually occurs between entities/objects of the
same category, such as genes or proteins. It is well known in
biology that there exist regulatory relationships among genes
or proteins [1] [9], although the mechanism of regulation still
needs further investigation. Currently, the research on
regulatory mechanism is mainly based on biological
experiment data, such as the work in [9]. With the matrix
model in section II, these experiment data could be modelled
into a matrix, where E1 and E2 are two sets of genes/proteins
and CI={regulations}. This matrix then contains regulatory
information between genes/proteins. We call this type of
matrix as an adjacent matrix. However, an adjacent matrix is
usually formed from direct regulatory information between
any two genes/proteins in the data space. Since regulation is a
complex process, it is most likely [9] that although some
genes/proteins have no direct regulatory relationships between
them, there still exists regulation between them through other
genes/proteins. This transitivity to some extents will reveal
intrinsic relationships in complex regulatory mechanisms.
As our work in this paper focuses on general situations of
biological data processing, the following discussions therefore
are not just for gene/protein regulatory mechanisms only
although we still use the concept of regulation to describe
relationships between concerned objects.
For an entity Pi (e.g. a gene or a protein) in a data space S,
we denote its weight in the regulation as wi (0 < wi < 1). For a
simplest example, suppose there are ten genes involved in one








Fig. 1. Construction of an approximation matrix Ak
gene could be 1/10 = 0.1. Given a regulation weight for each
entity, we can define a direct regulation degree from one
entity to another in S. The direct regulation degree is a
function of regulation weights of entities involved in the
process. Actually, without losing generality, we suppose there
are two entities Pi and Pj in the data space S and their
regulation weights are wi and wj respectively, if Pi directly
regulates Pj then the direct regulation degree from Pi to Pj is
defined as w,1 =f (w1, w;), wheref is a function and 0 < w1,1 <
1. How to define the regulation functionf is still a challenge
problem and is another story. For different situations, the
definitions of the function f might be different. One example
can be seen in the following section V. As we stated before,
this work will not focus on any specific cases. Therefore, we
can reasonably assume the functionf is known. The following
discussions and algorithms then will concentrate on the issues
of transitive regulation. First of all, we give the following
definitions.
Definition 1. If entity A directly regulates entity B, then the
length ofpath from A to B is 1, denoted as l(A,B) = 1. If entity
A regulates entity B via n other entities, then l(A,B) = n+l.
The distance from entity A to entity B, denoted as sl(A,B), is
the shortest path length from A to B, i.e. sl(A,B) = min(l(A,B)).
The length of path from an entity to itself is zero, i.e. I(A,A) =
0. If there is no regulation (directly or indirectly) from entity
A to entity B, then l(A,B) =o.
It can be inferred from this definition that l(A,B) = oo does
not imply l(B,A) = o, because there might still exist regulation
from B to A.
Definition 2. Decline rate, denoted as F (O<F<1), is a
variable that measures the regulation decline rate between two
entities with direct regulation relationship, i.e. if entity A
directly regulates entity B with direct regulation degree WA,B,
then the declined regulation degree from A to B is WARBF.
How to determine the value of decline rate F to precisely
reflect the regulation relationship between entities is beyond
the scope of this work. Further research could be done in this
area. The simplest case is F= 1, which means there is no
regulation declination.
With above definitions, a regulation degree between any
two entities could be defined. This regulation degree depends
on the value of decline rate F, the distance between two
entities (the farther the distance, the less the regulation
degree), and regulation weights of involved entities along the
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Definition 3. The regulation degree from entity i to entityj,
denoted as rij, is defined as
ri = Wi,klWkl,k2 * wkn,jF
where F is the decline rate, sl(ij) is the distance from entity i
to entity j, and Wi,k], Wk],k2, ..., Wkn,j are direct regulation
degrees respectively between the adjacent entities i, ki, k2
... kn,j that form the distance sl(ij), i.e. i -X k1 k2 X ...
kn -Xj. If i =j, then r11 is defined as 1.
For two entity sets E1 and E2 in a data space S, we suppose
the size of E1 (i.e. the number of entities in E1) is m, the size
of E2 is n and denote E = E1 u E2. Then transitive regulation
degrees of all the entities in E can be modelled into a
(m+n)x(m+n) matrix R = (rij)(m+n)x(m+n), called regulation
matrix.
The key to computing regulation degree r11 in definition 3 is
the distance sl(ij) between any two entities i and j in E. We
propose the following algorithm to find distance sl(ij) within
a matrix framework.
The shortest path (distance) in definition 3 can be found
and calculated via some operations on the elements of a
special matrix called primary regulation matrix. The primary
regulation matrix A = (aij)(m+n)x(m+n) is constructed as follow
(D if there is a direct regulation from i to j, i j
a= I if i =j
t0 otherwise
where O<D<1 is a constant.
Based on this primary regulation matrix, the algorithm of
finding and calculating distance sl(ij) between any two
entities i andj in E is described as follows:
Fig. 2 gives an intuitive demonstration of the above
algorithm execution. In this example, five entities (numbered
1 to 5) and their direct regulation relationships are firstly
mapped into a primary regulation matrix A. The dashed
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Fig. 2. An example of shortest path computing algorithm
(factor = D) of the above algorithm for entity 1. The
procedure of other level operations for other entities is similar
except for changing the values of variablefactor according to
the above algorithm. The final updated primary regulation
matrix and the corresponding distance matrix Dis are
presented as well. It is clear that although there are several
paths from entity 1 to entity 4, the distance from entity 1 to
entity 4 is 2, which is consistent with the observation. The
situation is the same for entity 3 and entity 5 in this example.
This algorithm could be incorporated into the regulation
degree computing in definition 3.
V. CASE STUDY
Case 1: Eliminating noise information in microarray
data processing. In a microaray experiment, some genes are
expected to be differentially modulated in tissues under
different conditions, with their expression levels increased or
decreased to signify the experimental conditions [14]. These
discriminatory genes are very useful in clinical applications
and should be selected and classified from the data set. On the
other hand, however, a number of genes in a microarray
experiment are house-keeping genes and are unrelated to the
classification task [13]. Further more, microarray experiments
might produce a lot of noise data due to various factors
beyond control. These noise data and unrelated genes could
distort those related genes in data analysis and cause the
analysis results meaningless. Eliminating noise information is
therefore necessary in biological data processing.
With the proposed matrix model, noise genes could be
eliminated by making use of the merit of SVD of a matrix.
1-4244-0470-3/07/$20.00 ©2007 IEEE
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Step 1: For each entity i E E, choose factor = D and go to
step 2;
Step 2: For each element ai, if a = factor, then set k = 1
and go to step 3. If there is no element ai1 (j = 1, ..., m+n)
such that aj =factor, then go back to step 1;
Step 3: If aik . 0 and ajk . 1, calculatefactor*ajk;
Step 4: Iffactor*ajk > a1k, then replace aik with factor*ajk,
change k = k+ 1 and go back to step 3. Otherwise, change k
k+1 and go back to step 3;
Step 5: Change factor = factor*F and go to step 2 until
there are no changes to all element values a,,;
Step 6: Go back to step 1 until all the entities in E have
been considered.
Step 7: After element values of matrix A are updated by the
above steps, the distance from entity i to entity j
is sl(i, j) = [log a, / log D] .
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Actually, in the conceptual matrix model, we define two sets
of information entities E1 and E2 as:
E1={genes}, E2={experiment conditions}.
Accordingly, we define the correlation information for E1 and
E2 as CI= expression level values}. We assume the sizes ofE1
and E2 are m and n respectively. Therefore the correlation
relationship (E1 >D E2) <- CI is mapped into a matrix A =
(aij)mm, where each row represents a gene, each column
represents a condition, and aij is the expression level value of
gene i under the conditionj. Since A is a real matrix, there is a
SVD ofA such that
Axm m xn Vnxn
Suppose the rank ofmatrix A is rank(A)=r, the singular values
in the matrix Ymxn are as follows:




Uk = [UlnU2 .IUk]mXkI Vk = [VIIV2 ...IVk]nXkk
Y,k = diag(al, U2,...Iak) I
where ui= (uli, u2i, ..., Umi)T, vi = (vli, v2i, Vmii)T.
Let
Ak = Uk kVkT
As indicated in the theorem of section III, Ak is the best
approximation matrix to A with rank k. Therefore we use the
matrix Ak to take the place of A for further data processing.
From the properties of SVD, it can be seen that replacing A
with Ak filters noise information in the original microarray
data, and the matrix Ak more reasonably reflects real situations
in gene expressions.
Based on the matrix Ak, a number of algorithms could be
proposed to further process microarray data. For example, the
work of gene selection in [14] could be improved by
proposing a new algorithm on the matrix Ak instead of the
original correlation matrix A. Here, however, we propose
another approach for eliminating those genes that are affected
by noise data.
In fact, in terms of similarity [5] [6], each gene could be
mapped from the matrix Ak into a k-dimensional vector in
another space, i.e. gene i (gi) is the row i of the matrix Ukik
gi = (uil71 IUi272, ...Uik7k), i = 1, 2, ... m.
We define the centroid of all genes as a k-dimensional vector
c = (cl, C2, ..., Ck) where
m
ci ujici m, i= 1,2, ,k.
j=l
The similarity between a gene gi and the centroid is defined as
(gi, c)
Si =2-11 gi 112 * 11 C 112
i = 1, 2, ..., m,
where
k
(gi,c)= uijafcj gi 112= (g,Ig) 11 c 112= (C,C)
j=1
m
Let e = Si I m, a gene i that satisfies the condition si < £
i=l
is considered as a noise affected gene and is eliminated from
the gene data set.
This SVD-based data processing makes it possible to
eliminate noise information in the original data set (via
replacing A with Ak), and eliminate those noise-affected genes
(via mapping genes into another k-dimensional sub-space).
This algorithm could also be considered as a case of
reducing data set size by SVD-based operations. Another case
of using SVD to reduce a data set size can be found in [1].
Case 2. Reconstructing protein-protein interaction
networks. Schwikowski et al in [9] used published protein
interaction data of the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae from
public databases [2] [8] to generate a yeast protein-protein
interaction network. With this network, some functions of
uncharacterized proteins could be predicted from the functions
of characterized interaction partner proteins.
For the reliability evaluation of the generated network in
predicting protein functions, it was reported that for 1,393
characterized proteins, whose functions are known from the
database, only 72% of them were correctly predicted in terms
of the correctness defined in [9]. There are more than one-
quarter of characterized proteins could not be correctly
predicted. One reason, as analysed in [9], is unknown
biological connections that could not be revealed from this
directly generated interaction network.
Actually, the work in [9] just used the direct interaction
data between proteins to construct the network and predict
functions for uncharacterized proteins. The interaction
transitions were not taken into account, which might cause
prediction incorrect for some characterized proteins. With the
matrix model and accompanying algorithms in this paper, the
reconstruction of protein-protein interaction network could be
improved as follows.
The functions of a protein are predicted in this way [9]: if
the protein has at least one characterized interaction partner,
the functions of the partner(s) are sorted by frequency. The
most frequent functions (e.g. at most three) of the partners are
selected as indicators of functions of the protein. In other
words, the partners predict the functions of the protein.
With a matrix model, we define the entity sets E1 and E2 as
E1=E2={proteins}, while the correlation information
CI={prediction}. Suppose the size of E1 and E2 is m, the
proteins involved in network construction are modelled into a
matrix A = (aij)m,,,, where aij is the prediction (correlation)
degree of protein i for proteinj. Its value is determined by the
contribution percentage of protein i in the prediction of
functions of protein j. In terms of the regulation weight
defined in section IV, aij is also the prediction (regulation)
weight of protein i for proteinj. For a protein k that is directly
1-4244-0470-3/07/$20.00 ©2007 IEEE
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predicted by protein j with the prediction degree ajk, the
indirect prediction from protein i to protein k is then defined
as f(a,,ajk)= a. xajk. In this way, if an uncharacterized
protein has characterized interaction partners, its functions
could be predicted and this protein becomes a characterized
protein. This prediction transition is implemented via the
function f After all transitive predictions are determined by
the transitive path finding algorithm in section IV, we can go
further to perform matrix based operations to find out those
proteins (predictors) that most likely predict other proteins,
and those proteins that are most likely predicted by the
predictors. This algorithm actually consists of the following
three steps, two of which have been described above:
Step 1: Map the original direct interaction and prediction
information into a matrix A =(aij)mX
Step 2: Apply the transitive path finding algorithm in section
IV to improve the prediction between proteins. For simplicity,
we still denote the improved matrix containing the transitive
predictions as A = (aij)m,,. This improved matrix is also an
improved protein-protein interaction network. In addition to
improving the results in [9] at this step, we can go further in
the following step 3 to find more from this improved network.
Step 3: Find out predictors and most likely predicted proteins.
We define an m-dimensional vector x=(xl, x2, ..., xm)', where
xi represents the weight of protein i being a predicted protein,
and another m-dimensional vector y=(yi, Y2, ..., yM)T, where y'
represents the weight of protein i being a predictor. Let z be
an initial vector (1,1,1, ... ,I)T E Rm. We conduct the
following iterations for two vectors x andy:
x(k) =(ATA)k- IATz, y(k) = (4AT)kz k= 1, 2, 3,...
where x(k) and y(k) are the k-th iteration vectors of x and y
respectively, AT is the transposition of matrix A. Kleinberg [7]
proved that the vector sequence {x(1), X(2) x(3), ... }converges to
the principal eigenvector of ATA, and the vector sequence
{y(l), y(2) y(3), ... }converges to the principal eigenvector of
AA T. Thus the termination of the iteration is guaranteed.
After the above iteration reaches steady point (i.e. values of
vectors x(k) and y(k) will not change any more), we choose
those proteins with the highest values in vector y as predictors,
while those proteins with the highest values in vector x as the
most likely predicted proteins. These two kinds of proteins
would play more important roles in biological experiment
design and observation.
The above algorithm takes into account the transitive
interaction between proteins, as well as mutual regulation
relationships among concerned proteins. A similar algorithm
in [7] was successfully applied to find authority and hub web
pages in the context of hyperlinks.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a conceptual matrix model for
biological data processing. The required elements of a matrix
model, as well as some matrix based methods and algorithms,
are proposed and discussed. The case study shows the
potentials of the model in various kinds of biological data
processing. This matrix model provides a framework within
which biological data processing and mining could be
conducted, rather than just a representation tool in data
processing. This conceptual model is also heuristic to other
similar applications in biology.
Since this work mainly focuses on concepts and related
algorithms of the model, further evaluations of these
algorithms in biological data processing will be conducted in
the near future, although the similar algorithms have already
been successfully applied to other applications.
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